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They use faces the most

They emply projection:
a) third eye,
b) possession,
c) being,
d) mind/heart/sex

They may fake voices

One never knows who they
are except being sure

of who they want to be

They may be always spying
on one's sense data

They are often criminally
self‐serving and framing.
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They fake authority figures
using your own sense data
(memories)

They curse your health
under their breath

through their chests
with their "third hands"

using chakras

They ruin relationships

They pretend to be famous
or people you don't know

They scare or bewilder you

They use negativity in
a positive way ‐ they believe ‐

they steal and prey on insecurity.
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They are not respectful

of who they pretend to be

We are made in the Image of God.

They employ Satanism

They think they know who

is who and what is what

but they are also in doubt

They may hear and see one's

reality or hear their thoughts

or be directed or controlled

to do so one moment,

the next they are fooled

They use every trick and delusion

against you ‐ even grammar.
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Using language in a faulty
way, they frame and blame

others for all evil they
ever do or have done

They use material backwards
and forwards to fool

one into doing as they wish

They schedule longspells with
computers

They work together from youth
and control even each other

vying for each other's respect

They feel intimidated easily
they seek instant revenge

they think they know everything
yet they know/do very little

and are petty, small, and vindictful.
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They love to get their
two cents in

They like to call out
errors or wrongs

even when they make
them happen

They find pleasure and joy
and laughter in this
where there is none

They fake smiles to
bring you down

They attempt to feel better
by 'kicking other machines'

or even, and especially,
controlling others to kick

yet other people's machines.
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They try to synchronize
with you

They say they are writing
this or recording ‐ but

who does the work?

The game continues ‐ will
you make anything of it?

Are you going to try
to always be second

best on purpose?

Drugs are good mmmkay?

People get lazy on them.

Laziness is bipolar.
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They mislead you

They know things about
you stored in records

They use certain images
they find on the internet, etc.,

to make one do things

They attempt to steer
one's course towards

their own definition of success

Humor is always cheap to them

They think laughter is free energy

They are sure of completely
false ideas and want/lead

others to believe the same.
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They try to be always there
those are being obviously

illusionists to ruin those
people's lives

They pretend to be sperm or
eggs to remain anonymous

They try to punish you
to control or corrall you
with impotence or pain

They install programs to
make you fail

steal your energy
spy on you

or relieve their boredom

They sleep and wake with you
to influence you.
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They threaten death

They will write a script
like a movie and

then act it out
amongst real people's

minds

Visions are faked

Complete events are fabricated

Often they say one thing
while meaning another

or performing something secret

They employ names to bully

They pretend they are in jail
or in trouble ‐ to escape it.
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They are always present

They prey on your
unspoken desire

They ridicule you in their
sleep while pretending

to float among the
stars.

They never leave you alone.
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They make your business
their business.

This makes their business meaningless.

They attempt to ruin
any experience you have

because their wish they
were having the experience

instead.
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